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In this project, I am doing something that has rarely been done before in a Lexus SC Even
though there have been a few TT SC cars designed as one-offs out there, none have proven to
be too successful not including the Anderson Audio SC project , and the cost to do so has been
prohibitive. As mentioned above, I have dubbed this project SCT. I wish to note that I have had
two people that have contributed many hours of their valuable time in helping me to put this
project together, without whom, I would not have been able to attempt this project. This page
will be updated as my project progresses, and will document my progress of Project SCT. Keep
in mind that even though the SC shares the same engine with the LS, there are many
differences between the two cars, and the turbo projects are specific. So, the one will not fit
upon the other. Even the header will be different. I too, will try to give as much details as
possible so you can duplicate this project in your shop or at home. Once this is done, a DIY Kit
will be available. I am excited to join David Phan in this daring journey. Wish me luck and please
feel free to contact my generous sponsors for questions. Without them, this project would not
be possible. I thank you all. This project is currently in final design stage completion, and
should be completed and dyno tested by the end of November, Parts Still Need: Looking for
Donation 1. Goal : 15 psi with rwhp in mind. Its free spinning wheels and great prices are the
attracting features. The bearing spins between standard turbo bearing and ball bearing. I show
this turbo to my friend who owns a motorsports shop and he initially thought it was a ball
bearing. I told him its not ball bearing but it spins like a ball bearing. I highly recommend this
turbo to anyone. With the money you save, you can use the money for something else. Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Please note that we're not an auto parts supplier and I can't respond to
inquries for parts we don't have. All other parts, including the LS and SC turbo kit are sold out
and won't return. Private Donation: 1. Do you have any questions? If so, please head over to the
forums to get a quick answer or share your experience! This is a freelance site with no support
by huge companies. I have taken extra steps to demonstrate in details how things are done.
Currently I am one of the few people doing Lexus V8 research and performance enhancement.
This effort comes from my personal love for this wonderful engine. Most of the modifications
are from trial and error. There's no cookbook for 1UZFE mods and its unknown territory for
much of supercharger performance. If you feel my efforts help you in any form, please do not
hesitate to donate any amount of money to support this site. You have no idea how much I and
the entire Lexus and Toyota community appreciate it! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New
profile posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts.
Log in Register. What's new Search Search. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. Home JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Threads 3. SC turn over no start. Crazy Lexus V8 Stuffs in the name of
performance. Check it out Threads 1. Bell Housing Lexus 1uzfe to mate to a G52 transmission.
Feb 13, gloverman. My car is not running right. Feb 6, gloverman. Threads Messages 2K. UZZ31
Soarer won't crank. Dash lights turn off when cranking. Help please Sunday at PM Meiser.
Anything behind the engine. Fabrication Fabrication topics like welding, cutting, fitting and
other related issues including but not limited to fabrication materials and tools. Threads
Messages 2. Header Flange Drawings available for download! Feb 7, Admin. Threads Messages
Feb 16, numbchux. Sub-forums Sub-forums Forced Induction Project. Feb 16, Admin. Threads
Messages 3. Dec 3, ChopsLS Toyota ECU Pinout. Jan 2, Nilwinder. Nov 22, Spinnetti. Ford
Mustang Wheels. Jul 18, Zuffen. Also Groups, Contests, etc. Threads Messages 4. Eaton M
Classifieds - Wanted Please post all your wanted ads here. Threads 1K Messages 3. Donut and
tailshaft front end for AE. Oct 17, ivan Classifieds - Trade This section if for trading parts. No
vendors please. What are you offering? Feb 9, MtyMseHarmer. No parts, just turn key cars. No
dealers. Jan 1, ivan Here is an opportunity to help out our members. This section is dedicated
for free parts. Please post only free stuffs related to Automotive or related areas. Threads 25
Messages Apr 7, gloverman. No private ads. Threads 98 Messages Performance Torque
Converter. Feb 13, Admin. Classifieds - Feedback This section is for you to steam out some
frastration about internet sellers like ebay and online stores. Threads 70 Messages Jul 27,
Admin. Regional Lextreme Chapters This section is dedicated for meets and gatherings both
local and international chapters. Threads Messages 1. Lexus LS Lower bushings shock
absorbers front and rear. Jan 21, Nico Post your video's. Road Racing or Drag!!! Jul 18, Admin.
General Discussion. Which Gen is this 1UZ motor? ARB air locker in 1st gen diff? Latest:
dannyboy77 Thursday at AM. Engine Modifications. Forced Induction Tech. Vvti turbo?? Latest:
gloverman Feb 15, Latest profile posts D. To clarify my question does anyone know which

vehicle uses the same bell housing in a 4x4 toy or Lexus? I have 1uz vvti with a dicktator
management the engine misfires and have a high idling. The spark plug are black. What could
be the problem guys. Thanks guys. Good day, First of all, thank you for helping us. Members
online No members online now. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your
inbox. Lexus of London is a premier destination, we boast an inventory of new Lexus vehicles
that's wide enough to ensure your convenience, and unique enough to ensure specific
packages and options are available for you to evaluate. Call Today: or to rese Designed for pure
sensory exhilaration, the all-new LC Convertible is an open-air roadster in a class of its own.
Equally breathtaking with its lightweight soft-top roof open or closed, LC Convertible matches
its sleek looks with unmatched refinement and exhilarating perfo Our mission at Lexus On the
Park is to provide you, our guests, with the best product and the best automotive value. As
trained sales professionals we promise to provide prompt, precise service in a friendly
atmosphere. We wish to exceed your expectations and earn your busines Lease this LC as low
as 5. Email your inquiry for a live video walk around sales northwestlexus. You won't want to
miss this excellent value! Feature-packed and decked out! Top features include rain sensing
wipers, a power convertible roof, lane departure warning, and leather upholstery. Lexus made
sure to keep road-handling and sportiness at the top of it's priority li Experience the Lexus LC
Daring in conception, powerful in performance, luxuriously advanced. With its
high-performance platform, naturally aspirated 5. Exclusive to the Performance Package this
Lexus LC provides a driving experience designed from the ground up boasting 4 wheel active
steering, variable gear r Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the
average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that
this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average
making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties
making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0.
Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please
enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter
a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search
right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to
receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be interested
in. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. Buy Online.
Contactless Services New. Mileage 4, km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your
next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Lexus SC inventory from local Lexus
dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options,
reviews, scores and recall history of Lexus SC of different years with similar vehicles. Browse
listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount
estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by
registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers.
Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at
time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car
reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can
unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription
complete! Have you ever wanted to own a Lexus SC? Better yet, have you ever wanted to own a
Toyota Supra? But, there are four good reasons to go out and buy one today. The Supra being
the big brother to the SC is a common misconception. They share the same engine and
transmission, and they also share similar subframes, which means they share the similar
suspension. They also share the same braking system and lots of the same electronics. Almost
any aftermarket part that will bolt on to a Toyota Supra will also bolt onto an SC, and any
non-engine related parts will bolt on to a SC Plus, have you seen the prices for the MK4 Supra? I
would rather have its much cheaper little brothers, the SC and SC There are few body lines on
the SC, and they are very subtle. The same over-engineered luxury featured made their way to
the Lexus LS, winning it loads of awards for being such an amazing, luxurious car. Even little
things like the door hinges are ridiculously over-engineered. Check out the picture below, the
hinges are a double hinge design. There are tons of other little things like ridiculously
over-engineered like the door hinges. Lexus built the SC and SC as a next-level luxury sports
couple. The SC and SC are still just as nice if not nicer than most luxury cars today. The 2JZ is
an excellent motor, holding up to high horsepower on stock internals is an impressive feat.

Plus, with the aftermarket that the Toyota Supra has created, getting your SC over horsepower
is super. The problem is, most SCs ended up with an automatic transmission, which is great for
cruising around and daily driving, but becomes problematic when cranking the power up. The
SC has the 1UZ engine. Unfortunately, my SC was unreliable regarding the engine, but the
failures I experienced were from previous owners abusing the vehicle. The 1UZ-FE was a
technological feat for production cars. Lexus designed the 1UZ to be a very strong and reliable
engine. Think of it almost like a s Ford Coyote engine. It also has 6-bolt main caps, which we
often praise the Chevy LS for. In its last form the 1UZ had a If you think about it, the 1UZ is
basically a 4. Not only is the 1UZ reliable, it also makes decent power especially considering its
only a 4. But, unlike the Supra, you have multiple engine choices. As I mentioned above, my
personal SC was unreliable and ended up failing. Considering both platforms are identical other
than power-train, the SC is the better option. I know the 1UZ is an awesome engine, but the 2JZ
is better especially on a budget. Owners understand the SC attraction or connection. Auto
manufacturers are hard pressed to replicate such an original vehicle, in both design and
performance. The original designers from Cal can be seen and heard on the dealer intro
commercial found on YouTube. You must believe that the statement of designing based on
emotion came to fruition. I have an all stock 92 SC with 87, miles. I do not drive it during the
winter months or when rain is forecast. Thanks for the article Kurt, and keeping our SC alive
and well. Coming from a Mustang V6 im already really impressed with it, I plan on modding the
ever living crap out of it and then getting a 5. Very glad i bought it, and very glad to be apart of
this SC community. Great write up. Talk about over engineered, just take a peek at the door
hinges! I have a sc in VG cond.. I have the same in a V8,pearl white oem everything. Second
owner, well maintained, all docsâ€¦Good for another ,miles.. My father is a big fan of the Lexus
brand, and my sister and I wanted to surprise him with this car. It seems that it is after all. Like
what you said in this article, it has incredible sound, aesthetically pleasing interior, and amazing
ride quality. That sums it up. Thanks for the review. Could anybody clarify the fact that the
supra and lexus shared the same frame. Thank you. It had about 30K miles when purchased and
now has just over K. It has a factory 5-speed manual transmission, which is the reason I
purchased this particular model. Within a year of purchase I had done a considerable amount of
customization, e. About five years ago I had the pop-off valve replaced weak spring and a new
boost controller installed. On the dyno it now produces rwhp with a modest 13 psi boost. Go to
Tannin Electronics for your cluster lighting and temp controls. You have to take these out
yourself and send them in the mail. There are youtube videos showing this. They did mine about
3 years and did a great job. You can choose OEM colors or others. Best car I ever had. Looking
for another creme puff. I currently own an SC and have also owned a Both are amazing after
adding upgrades, such as suspension, brakes, exhaust and engine. Very stiff chassis.. Hello,
Bryce. I am thinking of getting a SC Dust I need a little help want to take it up a notch I have a
lexus sc can you give me some suggestions what to do. I have a SC Black tan leather Gold
edition, tpop of the line adult owned. It is in Long Island,New York. I am putting it up for sale.
Any one interested? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure
JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Lexus SC SC About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded
Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write about the cars he found interesting.
Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Thanks for the info. I knew about the 2jz engine but not
that it shares a sub frame with a supra. I have a lexus SC 5 speed might have to sale. Actually
the 2jz came in the SC a yr before the Supra. So which is the source again? Are you stil
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